Introduction
The National Synchrotron Light Sourcel at Brookhaven National Laboratory will be a national facility for research groups in a number of experimental fields.
The major components of the system are a 2.5 GeV electron storage ring, a 700 MeV electron storage ring, a 700 MeV booster ring and an electron linac of about 100 MeV. The control system will make it possible to control and monitor the accelerator complex from a single control location. Some hundreds of control elements and a similar number of monitored variables must be made accessible to the systems operator in a convenient and effective fashion.
Until recently, accelerator and similar control systems have used modular interface hardware such as GAMAC or DATACON2 which translated digital computer commands transmitted over some data link into hardware device status and monitoring variables. Such modules possessed little more than local buffering capability in the processing of commands and data. The advent of the micro-processor has made available low cost small computers of significant computational capability. This paper describes how micro-computers including such micro-processors and associated memory, input/output devices and interrupt facilities have been incorporated into a distributed system for the control of the NSLS.
System Objectives
A major objective of the control system is, of course, to provide convenient and effective control of the accelerator complex in its eventual operation. An additional objective is to provide support facilities for the development of accelerator equipment in an environment as similar as possible to that in which it will eventually operate. By developing hardware in the working environment, rather than in various simulation modes it is possible to avoid the major transition and accompanying problems when the equipment is transferred from simulation to operation. To make possible concurrent development of equipment by a number of engineers and physicists in the working environment, time sharing facilities are needed in the control system. These could be provided by a number of development nodes in a computer network or by timesharing operating systems in one or more individual computers'. The scope of the NSLS project and the ultimate needs of the control system have caused us to choose the latter system. The use of micro-processors within the system has permitted the replacement of control modules by microcomputers which expand the control function both downward to the hardware and upward to the central computer facilities. The first of these expansions allows simplification of the controlling and monitoring devices by using PROM resident "firmware" to perform control functions previously carried out in hard-wired logic. The second expansion permits improved realtime computer response to device needs without a high speed communication system since such response can be provided by the micro-processors without, in general, reference to some larger computer. Further, the algorithms employed in the micro-processor allow devices to be addressed at a higher level, in a logical sense, * Work supported by the U .S . Denartme.n1 of F:eo
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Software
The ECLIPSES operate under Data General's Advanced Operating System (AOS). This system allows up to 64 independent processes to co-exist within the computer. It provides the terminal handling and file systems necessary for program development and testing and will allow general purpose monitoring system programs to operate in parallel. The NOVA computers will run a dedicated program to handle the message switching function. This program has been specified to Data General whose staff will write the necessary code. The micro-processors have a small resident read-onlymemory monitor. This allows a terminal connected to the micro-processor to communicate with a larger computer in a transparent mode which is used for program development. When the code is ready for test it is loaded into the micro-processor and executed with the conventional monitor testing facilities. Standard code exists in the micro-processors to control message receipt and transmission over the serial links and to dispatch on machine-synchronization interrupts. The remainder of the micro-processor code is completely application dependent. Since it is closely coupled to the behaviour of the connected hardware, assembly language coding is appropriate and effective. By restricting the application of the micro-processor to functions requiring fast response and involving detailed correlation between the elements of a specific hardware subsystem, the code can be made simple and manageable in an assembly language environment.
Status of the System
The first ECLIPSE S250 has just been delivered and is undergoing acceptance testing. The NOVA code is being written and will be completed in a few months. Three micro-processor systems have been designed and coded and are being tested with the accelerator hardware. The control desk is being designed and its equipment purchased.
